
Listening Guide for CD Track 1, Afro-Cuban Güiro Music 

0:00-0:03  The akpwon enters alone, introducing Song #1, “Moyuba, moyuba oricha.”  

This song is general, addressing all the orishas, as noted in Chapter 1.  

 

0:04-0:06  The chorus sings an antiphonal response to the first song.  The bell enters 

simultaneously, beginning with two quarter-note pulses.  Both the lead section and the 

choral response section last one full clave length (what we might think of as two 

measures), and thus that the song overall lasts for two claves (or four measures).    

 

0:06-0:12  The akpwon repeats the initial solo melody of Song #1 in variation, followed 

by the same choral response.  During the akpwon’s second entrance, the full percussion 

battery, including chéqueres and conga drum, begin playing.  At 0:12-0:16 we hear the 

third call-response repetition of Song #1.   

 

0:17-0:22  Song #2 begins, the other song to all orichas learned in Chapter 1.  The 

akpwon sings the full iteration:  Iba oricha, iba layeo, ago moyuba.   

 

0:22-0:29  The chorus enters, singing their response to Song #2.  They in turn are 

answered by the akpwon and respond again with the same melody at 0:27.   

 

0:30-0:59  At 0:30 the akpwon introduces Song #3, specifically dedicated to Elegguá.  He 

initially sings a very free, embellished version.  Note that this song is longer than the 

previous two, extending over six claves.  The chorus enters with a simpler and more 



standard version of the same song at 0:44, which corresponds to the transcription above.  

Its lyrics:  Ibara ago moyuba, ibara ago, ago moyubara omo ode koni kosi bara ago, ago 

moyubara, Elegguá Esu alona.   

 

0:59-1:27  The akpwon introduces Song #4, also to Elegguá.  Note that there is an 

interesting transitional moment: song #3 begins on the “three-side” of the 6/8 clave 

pattern (the side beginning on the downbeat of the measure).  Song #4, however, begins 

on the “two-side,” and thus the akpwon is forced to improvise a few notes for half a clave 

and only thereafter enters with the new song:  Ichon chon abe, ichon chon abe odara 

koroni leyo baba emi ichon chon abe.  Song #4 is tricky, since it actually has two choral 

responses:  a simple, low response (Ichon chon abe) such as that heard at 1:07 and 1:12, 

appropriate when the akpwon ends the melody low, and a longer restatement of the entire 

song, required when the akpwon ends his melody high.  The latter occurs at 1:17.   

 

1:27-1:44  Song #5 begins, the third dedicated to Elegguá.  Again the akpwon sings a 

melodically free version at first (though using roughly the same words); the chorus enters 

with a more standard version at 1:36.  The lyrics:  Echu-o Elegbara e, Elegbara 

moforibale Elegbara e.  It is sung only one time each by akpwon and chorus.   

 

1:44-1:59  Song #6 begins, the last to Elegguá.  This melody is also brief; the akpwon’s 

rendition enters at 1:44 and the choral response at 1:52:  Elegguá Elegguá, Elegguá 

Elegguá o, bembe a ta a lafi el Elegguá.   

 



1:59-2:22  Song #7 begins in praise of Oggún, a warrior god of the forge; it is a long 

melody, five claves in length.  Again the akpwon enters first, followed by the chorus at 

2:11:  E e iyekua, E e iyekua keye keye modan sere Oggún alado oricha. 

 

2:22-2:31  Song #8 enters, with chorus responding at 2:27. This piece is intended as a 

segue into Song #9, below.  Its lyrics, Okan lara orisha leyo baba mi leyo, refer to all the 

warrior orichas (Elegguá, Oggún, Ochosi).  

 

2:32-3:14  Song #9 begins, dedicated to Oggún, the lyrics of which are Onile, onile, 

onile, onile arere mariwo Oggún baba lachenche. The chorus enters at 2:39.  The 

akpwon enters again at 2:48, the chorus at 2:57.  The akpwon initiates a shorter or 

“montuno-like” version of the same song at 3:05 with the lyrics Arere mariwo Oggún 

baba lachenche.   

 

3:15-3:31  Song #10, the first to Ochosi, a warrior deity and hunter.  The lead singer 

begins this segment, followed by the chorus at 3:18; their alternation repeats at 3:23 and 

3:27.  Ochosi ai lo da ala malaode.  

 

3:31-3:39  Song #2 to Ochosi, Ire ire, o de mata ode ode.   

 

3:39-3:55  Song #3 to Ochosi, Yambeleke ilodo odemata kolona.   

 



3:55-4:12  Song #1 to Inle, a deity associated with medicine and healing:  O Inle, o Inle o 

Inle, ayaya o Inle.  The song alternates between lead and chorus three times.   

 

4:12-4:46  Song #2 to Inle, and the final song of the series:  O Inle kele ago lona, ago 

lona Inle made.  The chorus enters against the lead voice at 4:19 with the phrase O Inle 

kele ago lona, and again at 4:23, 4:27, 4:31, and 4:35.  Listen to the way this chant enters 

on the second stroke of the bell rather than the first (the third eighth note of the “three 

ide”), making it rather complicated to perform. s

 


